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LOREN CUTLER was raised in the Bay Area near 
San Francisco, CA. This a-dork-able girl has 
been pursuing her love for photography for a few 
years now and has since moved to the desert in 
Phoenix AZ. There, she discovered her passion 
for tattoo models and glamo      r concepts. She 
adores the sexy side of photography and tries 
to capture each model's beauty in the best way 
possible. Outside of photography, Cutler loves 
Frank Sinatra, baseball, Morticia Adams and 
sci-fi movies like "The Fifth Element." 
lorencutler.com 

KURT AND ANDRE (the photographer duo known 
as D2G Photography) love to shoot tattoo 
models, glamour and creative beauty. They've 
been published around the world, but started off 
with a point-and-shoot camera that they would 
occasionally take out during other projects. 
From those shots, their waiting list grew. They 
continue to hone their skills, upgrade their gear 
and strive to create unique and intruiging imag-
ery. They say, "We traval, and are always finding 
ways to innovate and keep People wanting 
more!" d2gphotography.com

HUGO VELAZQUEZ is a freelance photographer and 
runs Hugo V Photography. Being intrigued by 
creativity since childhood, Velazquez now actu-
ally gets to create his own artwork through the 
lens. Currently specializing in alternative  -glam-
boudoir and tattooed photography, his work can 
be seen all over the world. By being open to new 
ideas and challenging projects, he keeps his 
passion going; always looking for a better shot 
than last. He believes there will never be a time 
when nothing else is left to capture with a cam-
era. hugovphotography.com

JENNIFER ERICKSON is a Los Angeles-based 
photographer who spends her time shooting 
beautiful, alternative girls and commercial fash-
ions looks. Aiming to tell a story by capturing a 
moment in time, she combines art and fashion 
with a touch of her funky and colorful style in 
order to create unique and dynamic photos 
that lead the viewer into her world. Published 
internationally, her works have been featured in a 
wide array of publications that vary from covers, 
to advertising, and editorial spreads.jerickson-

photo.net

DON HALES is an internationally published glamor, 
fashion, and model photographer based in Den-
ver, CO. Don has a signature style, which he 
has cultivated over his many years as a full-time 
professional photographer. In addition to trav-
elig nationwide for photo assignments, he also 
teaches group and private workshops featuring 
shooting, business and retouching. He also has 
a new project underway (learnhales.com) with 
instructional videos and tutorials. donvhales-

photography.com

JUSTIN SWAIN is a freelance photographer based 
out of the Seattle, WA area. His shots are pretty, 
and often of pretty girls in various states of 
undress. For the past three years he's been spe-
cializing in glamor, lifestyle, and streetwear fash-
ion. Swain tells us that photography has helped 
him express his creativity and network with some 
amazing people. He plans to travel as much as 
possible in 2015 with goals of expanding his 
skills and working with new models and brands. 
All-in-all he just wants to make "dope stuff." 
flickr.com/photos/jswainv
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY HUGO V









Makeup: Jessica Lee Marazzo
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MAEmandamanda
PHOTOGRAPHY BY D2G
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY DYLAN BORGMAN
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY LOREN CUTLER
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL MAE
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